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FIG. 4 
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FIG. 5 
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FIG. 6 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SEGMENTING 
AND TRANSMITTING ON-DEMAND 
LVE-ACTION VIDEON REAL-TIME 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part application of 
and claims priority to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/272, 
170 filed Nov. 17, 2008, which was published as U.S. patent 
application Publication No. 2010/0123830 A1 on May 20, 
2010. 

BACKGROUND 

By way of a simplified overview, this invention is directed 
to a method for segmenting and transmitting on-demand real 
time video clips from live events to cellular telephones or 
personal computers. Live-action events, such as professional 
sporting events, are typically filmed using multiple cameras 
positioned around a stadium. Each camera produces a video 
feed that is then subsequently edited into a single feed that is 
then broadcast on television by a television network or a 
television station. The desire exists among viewers and fans 
of live televised events, such as a baseball game, to watch 
highlights of the game shortly after those highlights actually 
occur in the game. Highlights typically comprise important 
moments in the live-action event or the game that a viewer 
wishes to see again. Typically, however, viewers must rely 
upon the televised broadcast, as it is edited by the television 
network or station, to display certain highlights, such as 
instant-replays. Viewers typically cannot request and view 
highlights on-demand at substantially the same time, or 
within seconds or minutes of those highlights occurring in the 
game. Viewers also cannot typically pre-select the types of 
highlights—or instant replays—they wish to see. Nor can 
viewers typically request to view a highlight from a specific 
camera angle, including a camera angle that recorded the 
highlight, but was not used to televise that moment in the 
edited video-feed broadcast by the network or station. Rather, 
viewers must rely upon the television network or station to 
display the highlights that it presumes the viewers wish to see 
and only from the camera angles used in the edited and 
televised broadcast video feed. Nor can viewers of a live 
action televised event typically request that the highlights 
they wish to see, from the camera angle they wish to see it, be 
transmitted to their cellular telephone or their personal com 
puter shortly after it occurs in the game. 

For viewers to be able to request to see any highlight they 
wish, from the camera angle they prefer, would presump 
tively require manual operators monitor the video feeds of 
live-action events. The manual operators would locate all 
possible highlights that viewers might wish to see. This would 
include highlights that the television network or station would 
not intend to broadcast. Upon locating what might be a high 
light—such as a baseball batter Swinging and missing for a 
third strike the manual operator would physically edit the 
clip So that enough time occurs before the batter Swings and 
after the batter swings to frame the clip so that the highlight 
would be meaningful to the viewer. In other words, the 
manual operator would have to determine how much time to 
place before the batter swings, as well as how much time to 
place after the batter Swings, so that a viewer watching the 
clip appreciates the clip. In addition, the manual operators 
would have to monitor every camera angle, including the 
edited video feed comprising a number of camera angles that 
is actually broadcast to television viewers. For each camera 
feed, the manual operator would have to physically edit and 
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2 
produce a short video-clip of the highlight. Producing video 
clips that contain highlights using the foregoing manner 
would impose considerable costs and resources on television 
networks and television stations or any other video manage 
ment system. The costs and resources that need to be 
expended to manually produce a plurality of video-clips 
would typically be economically impractical and unfeasible. 

SUMMARY 

The foregoing problems are addressed by a method and 
system for producing video-segments of a live-action event 
involving monitoring a live-action event for detection of an 
important events or event-segments, detecting one or more 
event-triggers with detectors, determining if an important 
event or event-segment occurred based on the detected event 
triggers, and editing one or more video feeds into a video 
segment to encompass the event-segment. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating the steps followed in 
performing transmitting on-demand real-time video seg 
ments of live action events. 

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system 
for transmitting on-demand real-time video segments of live 
action events. 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the steps followed in 
performing video-segmentation. 

FIG. 4 is an illustration of one-embodiment of frame-by 
frame pattern recognition that is used in conjunction with 
one-embodiment of the disclosed method of video-segmen 
tation. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one-embodiment of the 
disclosed method of video-segmentation. 

FIG. 6 is a snapshot of one embodiment of a menu display 
ing available video-segments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DISCLOSURE 

Turning to the drawings, FIG. 1 is an illustration of the 
method of segmenting and transmitting on-demand live-ac 
tion video in real-time. Initially, there is an event that is being 
filmed and broadcast live. For example, a live action event can 
include, without limitation, and without intending to limit the 
Scope of the claims, a sporting event, Such as a baseball game, 
a football game, a Soccer game, a hockey game, or a car race, 
such as a NASCAR race. In alternative embodiments, the live 
event can also be a non-sporting event, Such as a music con 
cert, a theater performance, and so forth. In alternate embodi 
ments, the live event can be interviews after a professional 
sporting match, include, without limitation, in a locker room, 
in the hallway outside of a tennis stadium, or in Some other 
location. In alternate embodiments, the live event can be a 
rollercoaster at an amusement park, where a video feed cap 
tures park patrons as they roll down the steepest descent, and 
after exiting the roller coaster, a video-clip is transmitted to 
their cellular telephones. In alternate embodiments, the live 
event can be events back stage at a musical concert, a theater 
performance, or any other event for which there is a live video 
feed. In alternate embodiments, the live event can encompass 
a video feed capturing the pit crew tune-up a car in a 
NASCAR or Formula One race. In still alternate embodi 
ments, the live event can encompass any live-action event 
captured by a live video feed. 
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Live sporting events are typically filmed and broadcast to 
viewers from a number of different angles. One or more 
cameras record live video content. The cameras are placed at 
different locations around the arena or stadium that is hosting 
the event. Each of the cameras continuously records the event 
from its respective location, and accordingly, the cameras 
each record the event simultaneously. To broadcast the event 
to viewers, a video feed from each of the cameras is typically 
compiled and edited to form a single edited video-feed that 
Switches back and forth between a plurality of camera angles. 
For example, a televised broadcast of a live baseball game 
will continuously switch between a number of different cam 
era angles while televising the broadcast in real-time. 

Turning back to FIG. 1, in STEP 101, one or more video 
feeds is received into a computer processor or a server. Each 
video-feed comprises video content that captured the live 
action event. In one embodiment, each video-feed is a single 
video-feed. In alternative embodiments, one or more of the 
received one or more video-feeds is an already edited com 
pilation of a plurality of camera angles, such as the edited 
video feed that viewers of a televised baseball game will 
typically watch on their television. In alternate embodiments, 
a plurality of single or pre-edited video feeds capturing video 
content of the same event are received. In alternate embodi 
ments, a plurality of computer processors or servers receives 
the plurality of one or more video feeds of the live-action 
event. 

In one embodiment, one or more of the video-feeds is 
received simultaneously with the live-action event. In alter 
nate embodiments, one or more of the video-feeds is received 
at substantially the same time as the live-action event. In 
alternate embodiments, one or more of the video-feeds con 
tains a delay, wherein it is not exactly synchronized with the 
live-action event. 

In an alternate embodiment, the video-feed, whether a 
single video-feedora plurality of video-feeds, whetheredited 
or not edited, are received into an Playltover ORB Box (here 
inafter, “Orb Box”). The Orb Box comprises a server dedi 
cated to providing one or more services related to the method 
described herein. In one embodiment, the Orb Box runs a 
Linux operating system. In alternate embodiments, alternate 
operating systems are used to run the Orb Box, including, 
without limitation, server operating systems provided by 
FreeBSD, Apple, Solaris and/or Microsoft. 

In STEP 102, after the computer processor, server or Orb 
Box receives the plurality of one or more video feeds con 
taining pre-edited or unedited video content of the live-action 
event, then the processor or the Orb Box pre-encodes the 
Video content. The computer processor comprises memory 
for storing the video-feeds. Typically, the video feeds 
received by the computer processor, server or the Orb Box are 
high definition and/or comprise high frame rates. Accord 
ingly, in one embodiment, pre-encoding is performed on the 
input video feeds. Pre-encoding comprises, without limita 
tion, Scaling down and/or compressing the high-definition 
and/or high-frame rate video feeds to facilitate the method of 
Video segmentation, as described in more detail below, via a 
more economical expense of computer resources. One goal of 
pre-encoding is to conserve available storage space and buff 
ering capacity. In an alternate embodiment, pre-encoding, 
including, without limitation, Scaling down and/or compress 
ing a high-definition and/or high-frame rate video feed, is not 
performed. Whether or not to perform pre-encoding will gen 
erally be determined as a design-decision of the user with 
respect to the most economical use of available computing 
processing power, resources, and storage capacities. 
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4 
In STEP 103, the received video feeds are stored. Means 

for storing the received video feeds containing video content 
of the live-action event, whether pre-encoded or not pre 
encoded, are well-known in the art. 

In STEP 104, the video feeds received by the computer 
processor, server or the Orb Box from the broadcaster's cam 
eras are transmitted in real-time to another computer proces 
sor, server or cluster, such as the ODRT Grid Cluster (here 
inafter, collectively, the “Cluster'). In one embodiment, the 
Cluster comprises two or more linked computers connected 
through a local-area-network. In an alternate embodiment, 
the Cluster comprises two or more linked computers con 
nected through a public, private or internet network. In an 
alternate embodiment, the Cluster uses distributed and/or grid 
computing run through one or more computers. In an alter 
nate embodiment, the Cluster comprises two or more proces 
sors connected by a local high-speed computer bus. In still 
alternate embodiments, the Cluster comprises additional 
means well-known in the art for forming a computer cluster. 
In still another embodiment, the received video-feeds by a 
server are not transmitted to the Cluster, but a design-prefer 
ence of the user dictates that certain steps of the present 
disclosure are performed at the same processor, server and/or 
Cluster, based upon available processing resources and stor 
age capacity. 

In STEP 105, the Cluster performs video segmentation of 
the live video content. Video-segmentation will be described 
in more detail below with reference to FIG. 2. The result is a 
Video-segment, or a video-clip containing an event-segment, 
or an important event, or a highlight from the live action 
event, along with attendant metadata that describes the high 
light. 

In STEP 106, a segmented video clip, or a video-segment, 
with attendant metadata, is transcoded. In one embodiment, 
digital data representing the video and audio content of the 
segmented clip (or video-segment), and its attendant meta 
data, is transcoded, or modified from a digital video stream 
having one set of characteristics to a digital video stream 
having an alternate set of characteristics. As is generally 
known in the art, different sets of characteristics pertain to 
different protocols (e.g. compression protocols, including, 
without limitation, MPEG and MPEG2) and data rates. A 
segmented video clip (video-segment) is transcoded into a 
number of pre-selected and/or predetermined encoding 
schemes. An encoding scheme comprises the specific proto 
cols for compressing, forward error-correcting, modulating 
and/or transmitting digital or analog data. Pre-selected 
encoding schemes are initially designated to conform to the 
operating system and formats used by the plurality of cellular 
telephone network carriers and devices, as well as personal 
computers receiving video content over the internet. 
Transcoding is described in more detail below. 

In STEP 107, a registered device is appraised with respect 
to a plurality of characteristics. Registered-device appraisal 
determines the optimal parameters (i.e., encoding scheme) 
for which to transmit the segmented video-clip to the request 
ing device. Registered-device appraisal of a requesting user's 
device is described in more detail below. In STEP 108, pur 
Suant to the determined appraisal of registered devices, 
menus containing a selection of video-segments that are 
available for display are transmitted to a device. This step is 
described in more detail below with reference to FIG. 5. In 
STEP 109, requests to view a specific video-segment is 
received. In STEP 110, the requested segmented video-clip 
(video-segment) is transmitted to the requesting device. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that in 
alternate embodiments, the steps of pre-encoding, storing, 
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transcoding, transmitting to an alternate processor or server 
for video-segmenting, as well as other steps disclosed herein 
with respect to FIG. 1 are not required to follow a chrono 
logical order that mirrors the order of the steps as disclosed 
herein, as set forth in FIG. 1, nor as the relevant steps and 
elements are set forth in the claims. Design-decisions pursu 
ant to the user's preferences with respect to processing capa 
bilities and storage capacity can be made to perform pre 
encoding, transcoding, Video-segmenting, storage and 
additional elements and steps in a chronological order that 
differs from the order of the elements and steps set forth 
above, in FIG. 1, or in the claims. It will also be appreciated 
by those skilled in the art that in another alternate embodi 
ment, multiple steps, including, without limitation, the steps 
disclosed herein with reference to FIG. 1, can occur simulta 
neously pursuant the user's available processing capabilities. 

Turning to FIG. 2, this is an illustrative embodiment of an 
embodiment of the system corresponding to the method dis 
closed with reference to FIG.1. Initially, there is a live-action 
event 1 that occurs inside of a stadium or arena. In this 
particular embodiment, which comprises an example, and is 
not intended to limit the scope of the claims, live-action event 
1 comprises a football game. Multiple cameras 2, including 
live-video angle 2a, 2b and 2c, are positioned around the 
stadium hosting the live-action event 1. Video feeds from 
each camera, 2a, 2b, and 2c, are received via lines 2.1, 2.2, 
and 2.3 to the Playltover Orb Box 3. In alternate embodi 
ments, lines 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are not required to be individual 
serial direct connections input into the Orb Box, but can 
encompass parallel and/or multiplexed connections or addi 
tional types of connections of one or more video feeds into the 
Orb Box, as is generally known by those skilled in the art. The 
Orb Box 3 pre-encodes each of the received video-feeds, 
Scaling them down from high-definition, high-frame rates, 
and then stores the pre-encoded video-feeds. The ODRT 
Cluster 4 receives the pre-encoded video-feeds and performs 
Video-segmentations, which is described in more detail 
below, to determine when to trim each video-feed so that it 
includes a game highlight, or another event determined to be 
segmented into a video clip. Meta-data 5 is added to the 
trimmed video-clip (or video-segment), and it is then trans 
mitted to a plurality of registered requesting end-user devices, 
which can include iPhones 7a, cellular telephones 7b or per 
Sonal computers 7c. 
Video Segmentation 
The method of video-segmentation will now be described 

in more detail. FIG.3 illustrates the steps of a method directed 
to segmenting the live video feeds into individual clips. By 
way of a brief descriptive overview, first it is determined if the 
event-state is on or off, and if it is on, the received video feeds 
are recorded. Typically, if a baseball game is experiencing a 
commercial break, the event-state will be determined to be 
off, and the video-feeds will not be recorded. When the event 
state is on (for instance, when the baseball game is in play) 
then different types of detectors monitor both the live video 
feed and/or the live physical action occurring at the live 
action event for detections of events that might be something 
viewers would prefer to see again, hereinafter referred to as 
“event-triggers'. Event-triggers comprise detections that 
exceed or are beyond a predetermined threshold or value that 
indicates that something important, or worth watching, is 
happening in the live-action event. Detected event-triggers 
may be indicative of an event that requires video-segmenta 
tion because it is something viewers would prefer to see 
again. By way of an example, and without intending to limit 
the claims, typically, baseball fans are interested in viewing a 
batter Swinging and hitting a homerun. On the other hand, 
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6 
typically, fans are less interested in viewing a batter Swinging 
a bat before stepping up to the plate. Detectors monitor the 
video feed and/or the live-action event for event-triggers that 
are indicative of the batter hitting a homerun rather than 
Swinging a bat before stepping up to a plate. In this example, 
hitting a home run would comprise an important event, or an 
“event-segment’, whereas simply Swinging the bat before 
stepping up to the plate would not. Both Swings of the bat, 
however, would comprise "event-triggers. Event-segments 
are events that are determined to be segmented into a video 
segment. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claims, a radar gun monitors increased 
changes in bat Velocity, and thus, a bat Swinging constitutes 
an event-trigger. A bat Swinging might be indicative of an 
event-segment, i.e., a homerun, or it might not be indicative of 
an event-segment, i.e., a batter warming up by Swinging the 
bat before stepping up to the plate. By way of additional 
examples, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, event-segments can comprise: the last 30 seconds of a 
Video shot from the goal in a hockey game, or in the alterna 
tive, from the goalie's helmet; a short video of a user on a 
rollercoaster at the point of the steepest descent; sports 
locker-room interviews; an interview backstage at a musical 
concert; cheerleaders doing flips; the last-lap video from 
inside a car in a car race; and so forth. 
One or more event-triggers are therefore used to determine 

if they are indicative of an event-segment. If so, the time of the 
event-segment in the foregoing example, the batter hitting a 
homerun is recorded, and the recorded video-feed is 
trimmed to begin and end so that the trimmed Video-clip 
includes the event-segment. Additional metadata is added to 
the trimmed video-clip that describes information about the 
Video-segment. Such as, in this example, the player's name 
and that he hit a homerun. The result is the trimmed video-clip 
recorded from the live video feed that contains the event 
segment, as determined by the plurality of one or more event 
triggers. As indicated above, the trimmed video-clip with the 
added metadata will be referred to as a “video-segment'. 
A brief overview of FIG. 3 is as follows: In STEP301, the 

live-action event or the plurality of one or more video-feeds or 
both are monitored to determine the event-state. If the event 
state is determined to be “on”, rather than “off, then in STEP 
302, recording of the live-action video feed is performed. In 
STEP303, the live-action event or the recorded video feed is 
monitored for event-triggers. In STEP304, upon detection of 
one or more event-triggers, the time of the event-triggers is 
recorded, and those event-triggers are used to determine 
whether an event-segment has occurred. If it is determined 
that an event-segment has occurred, in STEP305, it is deter 
mined when the recorded video is to be clipped to begin at a 
specific time and to end at a specific time. In STEP306, the 
recorded video is clipped according to the determinations in 
STEP 305. In STEP 307, metadata is added to the trimmed 
Video-clip, and the resultant product is a video-segment. 
At this point, in one embodiment, the process continues to 

monitor the live-action event for event-triggers that are 
indicative of additional event-segments that can be clipped 
into video-segments. By way of an example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, in a baseball game, 
if a pitch resulting in a foul ball is clipped into a video 
segment, then the process continues to monitor the live-action 
event or the video-feed for the next event-segment, which in 
this example, will most likely constitute the next pitch. In one 
embodiment, the process returns to STEP301 to determine if 
the event-state is “on” or “off or an analogous user-defined 
determination with respect to the event-state. In an alternate 
embodiment, the process returns to STEP 303, where the 
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live-action event or the recorded video feed is monitored for 
event-triggers indicative of another event-segment that can be 
segmented into a video-segment. In alternate embodiments, 
after each video-segment is clipped, the process returns to 
STEP303 while simultaneously monitoring the event-state, 
and in the event that the event-state is determined to be “off”, 
then following segmentation of a video-segment, recording 
of the video-feed stops and the process does return to STEP 
303 only at a subsequent time when the event-state is again 
determined to be “on”. 

In STEP301, the video feed is monitored to determine the 
event-state. An event-state indicates whether a live-action 
event is actively proceeding or whether an intermission is 
occurring. Live-action events, such as sporting events, typi 
cally oscillate between being active or non-active is some 
relative form. For instance, if a musical concert is being 
televised live, then a commercial break or a televised inter 
mission does not correlate to an event that a user would likely 
wish to see again. Similarly, users may also not wish to clip 
into an event-segment the duration of a time-out during foot 
ball game or basketball game. Similarly, a commercial break 
during a baseball game does not likely contain any event 
triggers. 

Users determine as a design choice what does and does not 
constitute an event-state. This design-choice will be based 
upon the respective live-action event or sporting event for 
which video segmentation is being used. In some instances, 
the entire event constitutes a single, unchanging event-state, 
Such as “on”. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claims, the first set of a live televised 
musical concert that runs uninterrupted may constitute a 
single event-state. Thus, in this example, recording of the 
entire first act would continue uninterrupted, and as will be 
described in greater detail below, pursuant to a user's prefer 
ences, the concert is monitored for event-triggers indicative 
ofevent-segments. Event-segments may constitute individual 
Songs, and the recorded video-feed is clipped into Video 
segments that each encompass an individual Song played 
during the set of the concert before intermission. At intermis 
sion, the event-state is determined to be “off, and recording 
is halted until the event-state is once again determined to be 
“on”, i.e., the band has returned to the stage. Users therefore 
determine as a design-choice those event-states likely to con 
tain event-triggers and those unlikely to contain event-trig 
gerS. 

In one embodiment, to determine an event state, the clock 
is monitored. For many sporting events, a clock controls when 
a sporting event is “in play” and the remaining time before the 
respective game, quarter, period, half and so forth expires. 
Typically, the clock will be stopped during play for a time 
out, for a commercial break, or for Some other reason. By way 
of an example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, when the first quarter in a basketball game ends, the 
clock expires, after which there is no play. This expiration of 
the clock is detected to distinguish between an event-state that 
is “in play' and one that is “not-inplay', or equivalent desig 
nations that indicate whether or not to advance to STEP302. 
By way of another example, and without intending to limit the 
Scope of the claims, if the clock starts in a football game 
following a time-out, that will indicate the game is once again 
“in play”. In alternate embodiments, the event-state is not 
determined with reference to a clock, but with reference to 
another indication of whether or not the game is “in play' or 
not. By way of an example, and without intending to limit the 
Scope of the claims, if the scoreboard in a baseball game 
indicates that it is the top of the first inning, then the game is 
“in play', but if the scoreboard indicates that no inning is 
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8 
being played or that the “7th inning stretch’ is underway, then 
presumptively, the game is “not in play'. In an alternate 
embodiment, the event-state is not determined. Rather, this 
step is skipped and the procedure advances immediately to 
STEP302, where recording of the live video feed continues 
withoutbreak. Whether or not to deploy a step of determining 
an event-state is a design choice that will typically be based 
around conservation of processing and storage resources. 
STEP 301 thus comprises constantly monitoring of the 

live-action event or the video feed to determine when the 
event-state is on, at which point the procedure advances to 
STEP302. When the event-state is off, the procedure contin 
ues to monitor the event-state until it is “on” again. It will be 
understood by those in the art that the designations “on” and 
“off” are by way of an example, and not intended to limit the 
Scope of the claims, and to the extent the user determines as a 
design choice what does and does not constitute an event 
state, the designations chosen to distinguish between two 
event-states is also at the design-discretion of the user. In 
STEP 302, presuming the event-state is “on”, or something 
analogous, then the received live video feeds are recorded. 

In STEP303, the live video feeds, the live-action event, or 
both are monitored to detect event-triggers using the follow 
ing means for detecting event-triggers. In general, sensors 
and detectors monitor the video feeds and/or the live-action 
event pursuant to means described in more detail below. The 
detectors monitor for measurements or detections of values 
that exceed a predetermined threshold. A detected measure 
ment that exceeds a predetermined threshold is assigned a 
value to the extent the specific event-trigger (measured value) 
exceeds the predetermined threshold. This value corresponds 
to a weight. In one embodiment, the more the detected value 
exceeds the predetermined threshold, the higher or greater the 
value assigned, and the higher or greater the corresponding 
weight. This weighted value is Subsequently used along with 
additional weighted values, which correspond to additional 
event triggers using the same or additional detectors, to deter 
mine if and when an event-segment occurs. In one embodi 
ment, the weight assigned to each of a plurality of values 
derived from additional detectors detecting event triggers 
indicates the degree of relative priority to give to each specific 
value when determining whether, in the aggregate, the plu 
rality of detected event triggers indicate that an event-seg 
ment has occurred. By way of an example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, in a baseball game, 
the ball is monitored with a radar gun. If a pitch is detected to 
be 45 m.p.h., then it is too slow to be an actual pitch, and it is 
presumptively just the catcher throwing the ball back to the 
pitcher. Its speed will not exceed a predetermined value, and 
an event-trigger has not occurred. On the other hand, if a pitch 
exceeds a predetermined value of 80 m.p.h., then an event 
trigger occurs, because at that speed, it is presumed that the 
pitcher threw an actual pitch. If the pitch is 100 m.p.h., then it 
far exceeds the threshold value for event-triggers, and it is 
likely a fast ball that more likely corresponds to an event 
segment because the batter is likely to Swing and miss. 
Frame by Frame Pattern Recognition 
Frame by frame pattern recognition monitors video feeds 

for motion changes in the live action captured by the video 
feed. Frame by frame pattern recognition for pre-encoded and 
non-pre-encoded video content is well-known in the art. 

In one embodiment, Successive frames of a video feed are 
compared, and pixel color changes are detected. The number 
of instances of pixel color changes are monitored to deter 
mine if the number of pixel color changes exceeds a prede 
termined threshold. In an alternate embodiment, only those 
individual pixel color changes that exceed a difference in 
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color intensity above a predetermined value are counted 
among the pixel color changes used to determine whether in 
the aggregate, the total number of pixel color changes 
exceeded a predetermined threshold. In an alternate embodi 
ment, rather than monitoring Successive frames, every sec 
ond, third and so forth number of frames are compared. In an 
alternate embodiment, the distribution of pixel color changes 
is monitored. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claims, the distribution of a single pixel 
color is monitored for changes above a predetermined thresh 
old by converting the distribution of the single color (such as 
all green pixels) into a frequency distribution and monitoring 
changes in the frequency distribution, where frequency per 
tains to the frequency with which the color green appears 
within each frame. In alternate embodiments, frequency dis 
tributions of multiple colors or patterns of colors are moni 
tored. 

In an alternate embodiment, the number of pixel color 
changes that are monitored are localized within a selected 
portion of the image captured by the video feed. Thus, by way 
of example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, a video feed capturing a football game is monitored 
for the number of pixel color changes along the line of scrim 
mage. Typically, televised football games, including network 
feeds, impose a computerized blue line upon the televised 
image of the football game to indicate for the television 
viewer where the line of scrimmage exists on the football field 
for a specific play. In one embodiment, the line of scrimmage 
is located by detecting a high concentration of blue pixels in 
a specific area or region of the frame. Alternatively, in the 
event the Super-imposed computerized line of scrimmage is a 
color other than blue, the video feed detects high concentra 
tions of that color to locate the line of scrimmage. Video feed 
frames are then monitored within a predetermined localized 
area within the vicinity of the Superimposed computerized 
line of scrimmage. Because movement indicating that a foot 
ball play has begun typically involves players on both sides of 
the line of scrimmage crossing that line, it is Sufficient to 
monitor only a localized area within the proximity of the line 
of scrimmage for pixel color changes to detect event-triggers. 
By way of an example, and without intending to limit the 

scope of the claims, FIG. 4 is an illustration of a frame from 
a video-feed that captures a pitcher in a baseball game deliv 
ering a pitch. For each successive frame in the video-feed that 
captures the pitcher delivering the pitch, including the frame 
depicted in FIG. 4, the pitcher is localized within the frame, 
and basic geometrical shapes and/or patterns are mapped onto 
the pitcher's body and limbs to encompass each of the pitch 
er's limbs. In one example, where the pitcher is wearing a 
white uniform, high concentrations of the color white are 
located and geometrical boxes are used to encompass those 
high concentrations. It is a design-decision for the user to 
determine the degree to which the geometrical shapes encom 
pass the pitcher's limbs without simultaneously encompass 
ing portions of the frame that do not capture the pitcher's 
limbs, i.e., the green grass. For Successive frames, geometri 
cal shapes are therefore mapped onto the pitcher's body. In 
alternate embodiments, rather than each Successive frame 
mapping geometrical shapes onto the pitcher's body, every 
second, third and so forth number of frames are mapped with 
geometrical shapes encompassing the pitcher's body and the 
pitcher's limbs. Accordingly, as the pitcher makes his way 
through his wind up in his effort to eventually deliver the 
pitch, the aggregate geometrical shapes mapped onto the 
pitcher's body limbs will produce a configuration for each 
successive frame that is different. In other words, if each of 
the pitcher's limbs and historso are mapped with a rectangu 
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10 
lar shape imposed upon the frame, the resulting configuration 
of rectangles will be different for each frame as the pitcher 
contorts his body differently to successively work his way 
through his windup. Thus, the pattern of geometrical shapes 
configured for each frame that encompasses each Successive 
stage of the pitchers wind-up and delivery changes between 
Successive frames. Those patterns of geometrical shapes are 
monitored. When that pattern corresponds to a predetermined 
pattern, then an event trigger is registered. In this example, 
referring again to FIG. 4, the pattern of geometrical shapes 
encompassing the pitcher's body that results when his leg 
goes up into the air is the event-trigger. Successive frames are 
therefore monitored for this pattern, or an approximation of 
this pattern. Upon detection of this pattern, oran approxima 
tion of this pattern, an event-trigger is registered. As is clear 
from FIG. 4, the raised leg of the pitcher, and the resultant 
geometrical pattern that results, is most likely an indication 
that the pitcher is throwing a pitch. It is a design-decision for 
the user to determine, with respect to the geometrical pattern 
that constitutes the event-trigger, the degree and extent to 
which approximations of that patternalso constitute an event 
trigger. In alternate embodiments, the geometrical shapes 
used to map onto a pitcher's or another player's body or limbs 
is not limited to rectangles, but also includes, without limita 
tion, other shapes reasonably contemplated to efficiently 
encompass the person or object that is monitored for changes. 
These other geometrical shapes include circles, boxes, non 
four-sided shapes, hexagons, and so forth. In an alternate 
example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, in a golf game, a pattern of geometrical shapes 
mapped onto a golf player hitting a golfball is predetermined 
to constitute a certain position in a golf player's swing that 
constitutes an event-trigger. As an example, the pattern con 
stituting an event trigger could be one that corresponds to 
rectangles mapped onto a golf player's body when he or she 
is at the back of his or her swing, and the golf club has been 
brought up over the shoulders and the line of the club is 
momentarily parallel with the ground. As an alternate 
example, for a music concert, a rock musician is notorious for 
holding a guitar and jumping up in the air with his legs spread 
in a signature style. Geometrical shapes are mapped onto 
Successive frames of the video-feeds capturing the rock musi 
cian during the concert. The patterns of those geometrical 
shapes are monitored until they correspond to the predeter 
mined pattern, or an approximation thereof, of geometrical 
shapes that correspond to the rock musicianjumping in the air 
with a guitar and his legs spread in his signature way. 
By way of an alternate example, and once again, without 

intending to limit the scope of the claims, a video feed cap 
turing a baseball game is monitored for the number of 
changes within the strike Zone only. Typically, a pitcher deliv 
ering a pitch will throw the baseball within the vicinity of the 
strike Zone, which comprises an area in front of both the batter 
and the catcher. In this example, the Strike Zone is detected 
based upon a pixel-color distribution that correlates with pre 
determined pixel-color frequency distributions that indicate 
it. For example, the strike Zone is monitored for pixel color 
changes exceeding a predetermined threshold. 
By way of an alternate example, and once again, without 

intending to limit the scope of the claims, a video feed cap 
turing a race-car race, such as a NASCAR race, is monitored 
for pixel color changes indicating two or more cars have 
moved relative to each other on the race-track. Typically, a 
Video feed capturing a car race follows one or more cars 
advancing around the track, and by following the cars, the 
cars remain relatively fixed on the screen relative to the sides 
of the video image, or the frame, for at least a portion of time. 
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Detecting certain concentrations of pixel colors enables a car 
to be located in a video feed. Similarly, certain concentrations 
of pixel colors enables the physical track, the protection wall, 
and the center area of the track to be located as well. Accord 
ingly, if a video feed is following two cars moving down a 
straightaway on the track, the two cars are located, the track 
between the two cars is located, and a value is assigned to the 
number of pixels comprising the track located between the 
two cars. This value is monitored to determine whether it falls 
below a predetermined threshold within a specific number of 
frames. If so, this is likely to indicate that one caris advancing 
quickly upon the other car. To that extent, an additional value 
is determined that is weighted relative to how quickly the 
value indicating the space of track between the two cars 
changes relative to the number of frames. As described in 
more detail below, this weighted value is used, along with 
additional weighted values to determine if an event-segment 
has occurred. In this example, an event-segment would be one 
car passing another car on the straightaway. 
By way of an alternate example, and once again, without 

intending to limit the scope of the claims, a video feed cap 
turing a Soccer game is monitored for pixel color changes for 
a given color, or a finite spectrum indicating a given color, 
which indicates rapid, swift and sudden movement of the 
Video camera capturing the video feed. In one embodiment, 
frames are compared and a frequency distribution of pixel 
colors is determined across the entire frame. The frequency 
distribution is monitored for changes exceeding a predeter 
mined threshold. Alternatively, a predetermined spectrum 
that indicates the color green, or whatever color may be the 
color of the field is used. If a frame or collection of successive 
frames indicates a high frequency distribution of green pixels 
for a given period of frames, then this presumptively indicates 
that the players are passing the ball around mid-field, or 
Something uneventful. The frequency distribution of green 
pixels changes slightly as the ball progresses down the field, 
but not necessarily dramatically. Sometimes, when a player 
kicks the soccer ball at the goal, the camera follows the ball 
towards the goal. Doing so, video feed image captures the 
goal, the area behind the goal, and spectators in the stands. 
The resulting image will most likely not contain a high fre 
quency distribution of the color green. The frequency distri 
bution for green will therefore drop dramatically (below a 
predetermined threshold) within a predetermined period of 
frames. The extent to which this frequency distribution drops 
below a predetermined threshold within a predetermined 
frame period is assigned a value, which will correspond to a 
weighted parameter input. Along with additional weighted 
parameters, to be described in more detail below, it will be 
used to determine if an event-segment (i.e., in this example, a 
shot on goal) has occurred. 
By way of an alternate embodiment, frame-by-frame pat 

tern recognition techniques well-known by those skilled in 
the art that perform face recognition is used to detect event 
triggers. For instance, without intending to limit the scope of 
the claims, if a golfer appears on the video-feed, and the 
golfer does not wear a number, a uniform or any other article 
of clothing that identifies him or her with a respective team or 
other organization, frame-by-frame pattern recognition using 
face recognition techniques can identify the golf player. Face 
recognition techniques and algorithms are well-known in the 
art. In alternate embodiments, frame-by-frame pattern recog 
nition techniques using well-known OCR algorithms detect 
predetermined information within a video-feed frame. By 
way of an example, and without intending to limit the scope of 
the claims, an OCR algorithm detects the number worn by a 
specific player. That number can be algorithmically com 
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12 
pared to a predetermined database of numbers that each cor 
respond to a specific player, and along with additional event 
triggers and information, a determination is functionally 
made with respect to the name of the player that is captured in 
Video-feed. In alternate embodiments, video-filtering algo 
rithms well-known by those skilled in the art can be applied to 
the video-feed to exacerbate, amplify or de-emphasize pre 
selected color and/or pixel color distribution gradients within 
the video-feed frame, thereby facilitating the implementation 
of video-filtering and textual-filtering algorithms, such as an 
OCR program, to search for and find numbers, textual data, 
face detection programs to detect faces and other algorithms 
to detect other information withina frame that corresponds to 
event-triggers or additional information to determine if, when 
and what event-segment occurred. In this way, multiple, dif 
ferent event-triggers can be detected using a number of dif 
ferent detectors from withina succession of frames that do not 
segue between scenes, camera angles or fades to black. 
Physical Sensors 

Physical sensors located at the premises hosting the live 
action event captured by the video feed monitor changes in 
the live action event without recourse to the video feed itself. 
In one embodiment, physical sensors located at the live 
action event monitor changes that exceed a predetermined 
threshold. A value is assigned to the extent to which those 
changes exceed the predetermined threshold, and that value 
corresponds to a weighted parameter input, which, along with 
additional parameters, as herein described, is used to deter 
mine if an event-segment has occurred. 
By way of an example, and without intending to limit the 

Scope of the claims, radar guns monitor the speed of pitches to 
detect those that exceed a predetermined threshold. By way of 
another example, and without intending to limit the scope of 
the claims, a radar detector detects movement—namely a 
running batter between third-base and home base, which 
presumptively indicates that an important play is happening. 
By way of another example, and without intending to limit 
claims scope, a radar detector monitors cars exceeding a 
predetermined speed in a race, presumptively indicating that 
one car may be attempting to pass another car or one car may 
be making some other sort of strategic move along the race 
track that will be an event-segment. In an alternate embodi 
ment, Global Navigation Satellite Systems, including GPS, 
are used to detect the time, location and Velocity of partici 
pants in a live-action event. By way of an example, and 
without intending to limit the scope of the claims, race-cars 
equipped with GPS monitor each car's position for whether it 
is approaching the finish line or whether one racecaris Swiftly 
approaching another racecar. By way of an alternate example, 
and without intending to limit the scope of the claims, mara 
thon or other long-distance runners are equipped with RFID 
tags within their shoes that absorb specific electromagnetic 
fields and/or frequencies that trip detectors for detection that 
a runner is at a specific location at a specific time. In alternate 
embodiments, motion-detection and Velocity-detection 
mechanisms well-known in the art are used to detect event 
triggers. Except where otherwise stated, the claims are not 
intended to be limited to physical sensors in the form of radar 
detectors or other types of detectors that use microwaves, 
radio waves or any other type of electromagnetic waves or 
Sound waves deployed in any form to detect and measure 
range, altitude, direction, and/or speed of people, players or 
objects in a live-action event or sporting event. 

In alternate embodiments, the video-feed is monitored for 
detections by physical sensors that are inherent to the game or 
live-event that is being filmed. By way of an example, and 
without intending to limit the scope of the claims, in a football 
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game, the possession arrow is monitored to indicate changes 
in possession. Upon detecting that the possession arrow has 
changed, an event-trigger is registered because it is most 
likely that an event-segment, Such as a fumble oran intercep 
tion, has occurred. 
Audio Recognition 

Audio and speech recognition monitors the audio compo 
nent of video feeds for changes in the live audio captured by 
the video feed. Audio and speech recognition for pre-encoded 
and non-pre-encoded audio content is well-known in the art. 
By way of an example, and without intending to limit the 
Scope of the claims, a video feed capturing a Soccer game is 
monitored for significant changes in the announcer's voice. 
Typically, a video feed capturing a soccer game contains an 
audio feed that principally comprises an announcer com 
menting upon the live-action of the Soccer match. Often, an 
announcer will raise his or her voice in the event that a goal is 
scored. In this embodiment, changes in decibel levels above a 
predetermined threshold are monitored. Other times, it is not 
uncommon for an announcer to shout the word “Goal!', or 
whatever word that signifies a goal in the language spoken by 
the announcer, for an extended period of time, sometimes on 
the order of 15 to 30 seconds, or more. Therefore, in an 
alternate embodiment, independently or in addition to moni 
toring the decibel level of the audio feed, the period of time 
that the decibel level of the audio feed exceeds a predeter 
mined threshold is monitored. In an alternate embodiment, 
the time that the audio feed remains within a predetermined 
vicinity of any decibel level is monitored. To the extent this 
time exceeds a predetermined threshold time, it can presump 
tively indicate that the announcer is shouting “GOAL, and 
that an event-segment may have occurred. In this embodi 
ment, therefore, time, rather than a decibel level, is moni 
tored. As mentioned, alternative embodiments measure both 
time and decibel levels with predetermined weightings rela 
tive to each other to assign a value to the extent to which any 
or all of the measured values exceeds the predetermined 
thresholds. In an alternate embodiment, the decibel level of 
the crowd at the Stadium or arena where alive-action sporting 
event is occurring is monitored for changes above a predeter 
mined threshold to indicate that an event-segment may have 
occurred because everybody is suddenly cheering. 

In an alternate embodiment, independent or in addition to 
other audio monitoring technologies, speech recognition 
software well known to one skilled in the art may be 
employed to convert broadcast speech to text; this method 
may be deployed for multiple languages (i.e., English, Span 
ish, Italian) depending on the origin of the broadcast content. 
In one embodiment, speech to text capability enables recog 
nition of specific trigger words related to what may have 
occurred during the possible event-segment with different 
sets of trigger words corresponding to different sports. By 
way of an example, and without intending to limit the scope of 
the claims, recognition of the specific trigger word "hom 
erun for a baseball game when spoken by an announcer can 
be used as an event-trigger to possibly indicate that a batter 
has just hit a homerun. In another embodiment, speech to text 
capability enables recognition of specific trigger words 
related to who may have been involved during the possible 
event-segment. By way of an example, and without intending 
to limit the scope of the claims, recognition of the specific 
trigger words “Derek Jeter' when spoken by an announcer 
can be used as an event-trigger to possibly indicate that Derek 
Jeter was involved in the recent occurrence in the live-action 
event. Such as a homerun. In another embodiment, speech to 
text capability enables recognition of specific trigger words 
related to certain statistics as an event-trigger to possibly 
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14 
indicate an event-segment. By way of an example, and with 
out intending to limit the scope of the claims, recognition of 
specific trigger words “70th homerun' and “this season” 
when spoken by an announcer within a predetermined range 
of time can be used as an event-trigger to possibly indicate 
that a batter has just hit his 70th homerun for the season. In 
another embodiment, recognition of speech related to certain 
textual scenarios can be pre-designated to be assigned greater 
weighting values for the purpose of algorithmically determin 
ing if an event-segment has occurred. For example, because 
few if any baseball players have ever hit 70 homeruns within 
a single season, and users are therefore most likely interested 
in viewing a video-segment involving a player that has per 
formed this feat, then speech recognition that corresponds to 
a certain textual scenario, arrangement or group of one or 
more words that would correspond to this feat, can be 
assigned comparatively high weighting value. In another 
embodiment, one or more of the foregoing speech to text 
event-triggers, including, without limitation, what happened, 
who did it, and statistics regarding the same, can be used 
together to more accurately determine whether an event-seg 
ment has occurred. 

In another embodiment, additional speech to text event 
triggers and non-speech to text event triggers are used in 
combination in order to assess the likelihood that certain 
recognized speech corresponds to the same event-segment 
occurring at the time the speech is articulated by the 
announcer. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claims, during a baseball game, if a 
player hits a particularly impressive homerun, it is not 
unlikely that several minutes after the homerun occurred, the 
announcer will still be talking about it. For instance, even if a 
new inning has commenced, the announcer may remark, 
“That was a very impressive homerun that Derek Jeter just 
hit. In this case, in the absence of additional constraints upon 
the disclosed method for determining whether an event-seg 
ment occurred, speech to text recognition may indicate that 
based upon the announcer's remarks, Derek Jeter hit a hom 
erun at or around the time the of the announcer's recorded 
speech. Yet, this will not be the case. For this reason, event 
triggers based upon speech to text recognition can compare 
the speech to text event-triggers with additional contempora 
neously detected event-triggers to determine if the speech can 
be accurately paired with the contemporaneous event-seg 
ment. Continuing with the foregoing example, at the recorded 
time that the announcer remarked, “That was a very impres 
sive homerun that Derek Jeter just hit’, additional event 
triggers are detected. First, the external metadata detects that 
a different player is at bat and that a team not corresponding 
to Derek Jeter's team is at bat. Second, audio detectors detect 
that the decibel level among the crowds is comparatively low. 
Third, scoring information detectors detect that the number of 
runs scored by each team has not altered or changed in 15 
minutes, and that the current batter currently has one strike. 
Fourth, the event-state was detected to have changed from 
“off” to “on” 45 seconds earlier, which could indicate that the 
broadcast of the game just returned from a commercial break 
or a between inning break less than 45 seconds earlier. In this 
embodiment, additional detected event-triggers are used to 
confirm or deny the likelihood that the event-segment possi 
bly detected by speech to text recognition corresponds to the 
likely event-segment corresponding to additional detected 
event-triggers detected contemporaneously with the speech 
to text recognition event-triggers. Continuing with the fore 
going example, in one embodiment, contemporaneously 
detected event-triggers are entered into a predetermined user 
designed profile to correspond to what may actually be occur 
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ring within a range of time within which several event-trig 
gers are detected. If the foregoing event-triggers, numbered 
one through four, detect the following information, David 
Ortiz, who plays for the Red Sox, is at bat, with one strike, and 
the inning began 45 seconds earlier, and the last run scored 
was 15 minutes earlier, which was based on a homerun by 
Derek Jeter, then all or some of this information is entered 
into a predetermined profile. This information will populate 
the profile. For instance, if the profile contains an entry for 
“current batter, which would correspond to the most likely 
batter to be at bat contemporaneous with detection of one or 
more event-triggers within a pre-designated range of time, 
then based on foregoing detected external metadata, the entry 
will be filled with “David Ortiz'. Additional entries will also 
be populated respectively with the foregoing information. 
Then, within the same pre-designated range of time, the 
speech to text recognition capability detects the announcer's 
remarks, “That was a very impressive homerun that Derek 
Jeter just hit and based upon that event-trigger populates the 
current batter profile with "Derek Jeter. In that case, a pre 
designated user-designed rule, which indicates that no more 
than one batter can be detected to be at bat during a given 
pre-designated time range, will indicate that because two 
different batters have been designated to be at bat during the 
same time range—David Ortiz and Derek Jeter this dis 
crepancy needs to be resolved. In this case, a further step will 
determine whether either of these two batters was recently 
populated in the “current batter” entry in another earlier pro 
file. If it is determined that "Derek Jeter' was populated in the 
“current batter entry in a profile 15 minutes earlier, and it is 
also determined that “David Ortiz was populated in the 
"current batter” entry in a profile 90 seconds earlier, then each 
of these time periods since the last time that each player was 
populated in a “current batter” entry in a profile will be 
assigned a weighted value, which in this example, will be 
inversely proportional to the length of time lapsed since last 
population, such that David Ortiz will receive a greater 
weighted value then Derek Jeter. In another embodiment, if 
David Ortiz and Derek Jeter are each populated in the current 
batter profile for a given time range, but comparisons to 
earlier profiles determine that Derek Jeter was previously at 
bat during the game, but David Ortiz has yet to be at bat, then 
this information will be weighted accordingly to favor a final 
determination that it is actually David Ortiz that is currently at 
bat, and the speech to text recognition that Derek Jeter is 
currently at bat corresponds to an earlier event-segment. Con 
tinuing with this example, additional profile entries with a 
greater than allowed number of entries will be resolved by 
pre-designated user-designed rules governing comparisons 
of weighted values generated with reference to prior profile 
entries which can be used to resolve whether the detected 
event-triggers corresponding to speech to text detections are 
accurately paired with what is happening at the time the 
speech to text recognition occurs. 
Scoring Information 

Scoring information is monitored for event-triggers to 
detect possible changes in the live-action event that may 
indicate an event-segment has occurred. In one embodiment, 
scoring information is monitored without recourse to the 
video feed itself. Rather, official scorekeepers for a sporting 
event typically input scoring values into a database that is 
accessible. When a scoring value changes, based upon the 
extent to which that change exceeds a predetermined thresh 
old, that change is assigned a weighted value that can be used, 
in addition with other parameters and other weighted values, 
to determine if an event-segment occurred. In addition, the 
time of the scoring value change is recorded. The change to a 
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particular score itself constitutes, in certain instances, an 
event-trigger. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claims, the official scorekeeper's data 
base indicates that the game's score changes from 0-1 to 0-2 
at time 3:01 p.m. This is likely because a goal was scored a 
time within proximity of 3:01 p.m. In this way, the video 
segment can be clipped with a predetermined number of 
seconds both before and after the time 3:01 p.m., and the 
scoring event will be captured by the video-segment. By way 
of another example, and without intending to limit the scope 
of the claims, if the official scorekeeper's record indicates that 
one of the teams recorded an error at 4:01 p.m., then it is 
presumptively likely that the video feed within a 10 or 20 
second vicinity should be video segmented. By way of an 
alternate example, if the official scorekeeper's score indicates 
that a third strike has been recorded, then a video segment 
within the vicinity of that strike can be segmented. In this way, 
score changes, which depend on the sport or event being 
captured by the live-event video feed, and comprise, without 
limitation, runs, errors, hits, singles, doubles, triples, homer 
uns, strikes, balls, walks, fouls, points, touchdowns, field 
goals, safeties, tackles, interceptions, fumbles, sacks, punts, 
downs, goals, yellow cards, red cards, turnovers, penalty 
shots, baskets, three-point shots, foul shots, time-outs, and so 
forth. The breadth and variety of scores, figures and events 
that are recorded depends on the sport, the league, the type of 
event, and the foregoing is not intended to limit, in any way, 
the scope of scores, figures, records and events that are 
recorded and can act as event triggers. In an alternate embodi 
ment, rather than accessing the database of an official score 
keeper for a given sporting event or other type of event, 
scores, figures and events acting as event triggers can be 
unofficial and generated by any means generally known in the 
art to do so. In an alternate embodiment, a single video feed 
capturing only the score-board can be monitored using frame 
by-frame pattern recognition, or alternative means to monitor 
the score, to detect scoring information changes. 
Scoreboard Information 

In addition to scoring information, scoreboard information 
is monitored for event-triggers. Scoreboard information com 
prises information that marks the progression of a live-action 
event or a sporting event, and in addition to scoring informa 
tion, scoreboard information typically appears on the score 
board at the live-action event. In one embodiment, scoreboard 
information comprises time, and it is indicated on clocks that 
dictate the beginning, end as well as different stages of a given 
sporting event. By way of an example, and without intending 
to limit the claims, the clock in a basketball game is score 
board information. In one embodiment, in a professional 
NBA basketball game, where each team has 24 seconds to 
shoot the ball before losing possession of the ball, the shot 
clock—which monitors this 24 second window is moni 
tored until it falls below a predetermined value, such as 3 
seconds. Because basketball players typically scramble to 
make a play and/or shoot the ball before the shot clock 
expires, an event-segment may presumptively occur between 
0 and 3 seconds on the shot clock. Similarly, the 45 second 
shot clock in college basketball is monitored as score-board 
information to detect if it falls below a pre-determined thresh 
old. By way of another example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claims, the clock in a football game is 
monitored to determine when it is within a predetermined 
time before 2:00 minutes are left within the first or the second 
half. By way of an alternate example, and without intending 
to limit the claims, for any live-action event or sporting event 
that occurs within a specified period of time, and for which 
there is a clock, the clock is monitored until it falls below or 
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within a predetermined time before the event or the game, or 
a section orportion of the game (i.e., the quarter, half, period, 
and so forth) expires. Presumptively, the time right before the 
expiration of a sporting event is likely to contain event-seg 
ments. By way of another example, and without intending to 
limit the claims, starts and stops of the clock are monitored. In 
alternative embodiments, non-clock parameters are moni 
tored for event-triggers that might be indicative of an event 
segment. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the claims, the beginning or end of an inning in a base 
ball game is monitored. In this way, scoreboard information, 
which includes, without limitation, timing and other related 
information indicating the progression of a live-action or 
sporting event is monitored for event-triggers. Different 
scoreboard information that constitute event-triggers, such as 
2 seconds remaining on the shot clock in a basketball game, 
are assigned values that correspond to a weighting. This 
weighted parameter is input along with additional weighted 
parameters, described in more detail herein, to determineifan 
event-segment has occurred. 
External Metadata 

External metadata is monitored for event-triggers. External 
metadata constitutes information regarding a live-action 
event, such as a sporting event, that can reflect the likelihood 
of an event-trigger, which is not scoring information or score 
board information. For any live-action event, a host of facts, 
figures, statistics and changes can be monitored that are not 
scoring information and do not typically appear on a score 
board. External metadata therefore comprises information, 
including, without limitation, facts, figures, statistics and 
changes in a live-action event that indicate that something, 
like an event-segment, is happening. By way of an example, 
and without intending to limit the scope of the claims, during 
a professional football game, when one team chooses to punt 
the ball, the hang-time of the ball—i.e., the time for which the 
ball is in the air is a fact that can be monitored. A detector 
that detects a punted balls hang-time to exceed a predeter 
mined threshold can, according to certain user preferences, 
constitute an event-trigger. 

Turning back to FIG. 3 in STEP 304, it is determined 
whether the plurality of one or more event-triggers indicate 
that an event-segment has occurred. To determine whetheran 
event-segment has occurred, the event-triggers are algorith 
mically compared. In one embodiment, each of the event 
triggers are assigned weighted values that correspond to the 
weight that should be given to each detected event-trigger. In 
alternate embodiments, each respective detector that is moni 
toring for an event-trigger is also assigned a weight, which 
either alone or in combination with the weights assigned to 
each respective event-trigger, correspond to how event-trig 
gers from different detectors should be weighed relative to 
each other. Put another way, each event-trigger is assigned a 
predetermined weight that corresponds to the weight of the 
detector that detected that event trigger relative to the detec 
tors that detected additional event-triggers. By way of an 
example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, an audio detector located at a baseball Stadium to 
monitor changes in the decibel level of the crowd may be 
assigned less weight then a physical sensor that indicates a 
batter Swinging a bat. This is because a batter Swinging at a 
pitch is most likely, though not definitively, a more reliable 
indication that an event-segment has occurred than a rise in 
the crowds volume. This is because large-stadium baseball 
crowds typically afford fluctuating decibel levels that are not 
necessarily directly tied to events transpiring in the game. In 
an alternate embodiment, an event-trigger is weighted based 
upon how likely it is that that event-trigger corresponds to an 
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event-segment. This weight is assigned independent of any 
other detectors. Rather, by way of an example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, a frame-by-frame 
pattern recognition detector for a Soccer game that registers a 
sharp change in the frequency distribution of the color green 
in the video feed during a short period of time is given more 
weight than a small change in the frequency distribution of 
the color green over alonger period of time, presuming that in 
both instances, the frequency distribution was high enough to 
exceed a predetermined threshold and thereby constitute an 
event-trigger. The shorter, sharper frequency distribution 
change more likely indicates a shot on goal, whereas the 
gradual frequency distribution change may only indicate a 
kick down the field. In still another embodiment, event-trig 
gers are assigned weighted values based on a combination of 
the foregoing two means to assign weighted values. 
The respective weightings that are assigned to event-trig 

gers and to different detectors are algorithmically compared 
to determine whether an event-segment has occurred. In one 
embodiment, each of the weighted values are added and/or 
operated upon in conjunction to determine whether the result 
exceeds a predetermined threshold. In an alternate embodi 
ment, the weighted values are added and/or operated upon in 
conjunction to determine whether the result falls within a 
predetermined range of values. In these embodiments, opera 
tion performed upon the weighted values in conjunction can 
include, without limitation, by way of an example and with 
out intending to limit the scope of the claims, any form of 
algebraic or other operations, including, but not limited to, 
addition, Subtraction, multiplication, division, conditional 
operations, on/off operations, where a weighted value or the 
result of an operation either equals a predetermined value or 
not. In an alternate embodiment, the weighted values are 
added and/or operated upon in conjunction to determine 
whether the result is greater than or equal to, or in the alter 
native, less than or equal to, a predetermined value. In alter 
nate embodiments, one or more of the following operations 
are performed upon the one or more of the weighted values to 
calculate a result that is then used, Subsequently, along with 
additional results to calculate further results corresponding to 
a predetermined threshold. 

Each time a detector registers an event-trigger, the time of 
the event trigger is recorded. In one embodiment, for each 
detector that registers an event-trigger at the same exact time, 
only the weighted values assigned to each of those detected 
event-triggers are algorithmically compared, and only using 
those event-triggers, it is determined whether an event-seg 
ment has occurred. In an alternative embodiment, for each 
detector that registers an event-trigger within a predetermined 
range of time, each of the assigned weighted values corre 
sponding to the event-triggers within that range of time are 
compared. This is because different detectors may detect 
event-triggers corresponding to the same event-segment, but 
at different times. By way of an example, and without intend 
ing to limit the scope of the claims, a radar gun detecting a 
batter's Swing may detect the speed of the Swing before an 
audio detector detects an increase in the crowd noise, which 
occurs before the scoreboard indicates "STRIKE1’’. Because 
each of the foregoing three detections constitute three differ 
ent event-triggers that nevertheless correspond to the same 
event-segment, i.e., a batter Swinging and missing, but 
because all three event-triggers occurred within a predeter 
mined range of time, all three event-triggers are weighted and 
algorithmically compared to determine if an event-segment 
occurred. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary example of 
Video-segmentation. This example is directed to video-seg 
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menting an event-segment during a live broadcast of a base 
ball game. Initially, before video-segmentation occurs, live 
Video-content of the baseball game is captured by a camera, 
and the video feed is input into the ORB Box, as previously 
described, or into a server that performs pre-encoding and 
then transmits the video feed to the Cluster, or into another 
server for the purpose of performing video-segmentation. As 
discussed above, whether or not to bifurcate pre-encoding 
and video-segmentation among two or more distinct proces 
sors, servers, clusters or grids is a design-decision to account 
for each user's available processing power and storage capac 
ity. 

FIG. 5 is an example of a single video feed. At time T 101, 
the event-state is monitored via the scoreboard, which indi 
cates that it is the end of the first inning and that the game is 
not currently in-play. The event-state is therefore indicated to 
be “off, and recording of the video feed, which is most likely 
airing a commercial break, is stopped. At time T 102, the 
scoreboard indicates that it is the top of the second inning, and 
accordingly, the event-state changes to “on”. Recording of the 
video feed then begins. 

At time T 103, the batter takes a warm-up batting swing. A 
radar gun located at the baseball stadium measures the speed 
of the warm-up Swing. Initially, a predetermined threshold 
velocity is determined. This threshold is assigned is heuristic, 
empiricalorestimated. In this example, the threshold velocity 
was determined based on the likelihood that a swing above a 
given speed corresponds to a Swing at pitch. Sometimes, 
batters in a baseball game taking a warm-up Swing will not 
Swing the bat too quickly. At times this is due to a physical 
weight attached to the end of the bat that slows the swings 
velocity. Other times, batters swing the bat very quickly dur 
ing a warm-up Swing. Most often, batters Swinging at an 
actual pitch during the game Swing the bat very quickly, and 
less often do they swing it slowly. Thus, the predetermined 
threshold velocity is determined to be a velocity that exceeds 
what is normally considered to be a “slow' warm-up swing at 
bat. The radar gun measures the batter's swing at time T 103 
and determines that it exceeds a predetermined threshold 
velocity. The time that the radar gun detects the warm-up 
Swing is recorded as T 103, and the warm-up Swing is regis 
tered as an event-trigger. No other detectors detect an event 
trigger. The frame-by-frame pattern recognition is monitor 
ing pixel-color changes within the vicinity of the Strike-Zone. 
Because the batter has taken a warm-up Swing before step 
ping up to the plate, these Swings are not detected. The audio 
detectors do not detect a significant rise in the decibel level of 
the crowd. The scoring information, the scoreboard informa 
tion and the external metadata do not change. A value is 
assigned to the radar gun's detection of the warm-up Swing. 
In this example, the value corresponds to a number of differ 
ent factors. First, this value corresponds to the extent to which 
the warm-up Swing's velocity exceeded the predetermined 
threshold velocity. In this example, the value is normalized 
and assigned a weight that is directly proportional to the 
extent to which the warm-up Swing's measured Velocity 
exceeded the predetermined threshold velocity. In this 
example, the value is additionally weighted by the relative 
importance initially assigned to the radar guns detections 
with respect to the other detectors in use (frame-by-frame 
pattern recognition, audio detectors, scoring information, 
scoreboard information, and external metadata for the pur 
pose of determining if an event-segment occurred. In this 
example, frame-by-frame pattern recognition is assigned the 
greatest weight compared to the other detectors, followed by 
scoring information and scoreboard information, which are 
equally weighted, followed by the radar gun, followed by the 
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other detectors. Finally, the value is additionally weighted by 
a factor that reduces its weight in the event that a radar gun 
affirmatively detects an event trigger, but neither the scoring 
information detector nor the scoreboard information detector 
affirmatively detect an event trigger. 
The weighted value assigned to the radar gun's detected 

event-trigger is then algorithmically compared to the other 
weighted values that correspond to other detected event trig 
gers. In this example, any additional event-triggers that 
occurred within a predetermined three-second vicinity of 
T-103 (i.e., three seconds before T-103 and three seconds after 
T-103) are compared with the radar guns event-trigger value. 
In this example, it is initially determined that if a radar gun 
detects an event trigger, all other detected event triggers will 
be compared to each other provided they fall within the six 
second window Straddling the radar guns event trigger. 
Because there was only a single event-trigger within a three 
second vicinity of T-103, as well as for other reasons with 
respect to the specific weighting of an event-trigger detected 
by a radar gun in the absence of any scoring information or 
scoreboard information event-triggers, it is determined that 
an event-segment has not occurred. Recording of the live 
video feed continues. None of the recorded video is trimmed 
and appended with metadata to produce a video-segment. 
The batter then steps up to the plate, the pitcher and the 

catcher exchange signals, and the pitcher then winds up and 
delivers a pitch. At time T-104, the batter swings the bat and 
hits the ball, which travels over the outfield and then over the 
left-field wall. Frame-by-frame pattern recognition detects 
the batter's swing within the strike Zone, and it records the 
time of the Swing. Frame-by-frame pattern recognition also 
detects a marked increase in the pixel-color frequency distri 
bution of a predetermined selection of colors heuristically 
determined to correspond to an image comprising fans in the 
stands. The time of this detection is also recorded. A radar gun 
detects the speed of the Swinging bat, and the time of the 
Swinging bat is recorded. Audio detectors detect a marked 
increase in the decibel level of the crowd, and the time at 
which the rate of increase of the decibel level is highest is 
recorded. Scoring information indicates that a run has scored, 
and the time the score changes is recorded. 

In this example, the time that is recorded for each registered 
event trigger is predetermined. For instance, frame-by-frame 
pattern recognition records the time when the rate of change 
of the pixel-color frequency distribution is the fastest. Alter 
natively, the time recorded by a frame-by-frame pattern rec 
ognition event trigger could be the time the frequency distri 
bution begins to change. In still alternative embodiments, it is 
a design-decision what time to record as the time of the 
change in pixel-color frequency distribution. In some 
embodiments, the times for event-triggers. Such as a radar gun 
detecting a Swinging bat, default for the times of other event 
triggers, such as a changing pixel-color frequency distribu 
tion. Because video-segments are trimmed with extra seconds 
before and after the event-segment, pinpointing the exact 
moment the event-segment occurs is not typically necessary. 
In alternate embodiments, the median time for a plurality of 
times corresponding to event-triggers all falling within a pre 
determined range of time is a means for determining the time 
of the event-trigger for the purpose of determining the num 
ber of seconds to add both before and after the event-triggerto 
trim the video feed into a video-segment. 
The event triggers detected by each of the foregoing detec 

tors, including the frame-by-frame pattern recognition, the 
radar gun, the audio detector, the scoring information and the 
scoreboard information are heuristically assigned weighted 
values. In this example, each weighted value accounts for a 
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number of factors including, the extent to which each mea 
sured detection exceeded a predetermined threshold, when 
applicable, (for instance, scoring information is not detected 
on the basis of the change in score exceeding a predetermined 
threshold). Also, the relative weight of each of the sensors 
with respect to one another is accounted for. Also, a weighting 
factor that accounts for how much weight to give certain 
detectors when other detectors detect an event-trigger. For 
instance, in this example, the radar guns detection is more 
heavily weighted than the example at time T-103 because 
scoring information also detected an event-trigger, which is 
an indication that the batter's Swing amounted to a change in 
the score, and possibly a homerun or an RBI, which is most 
likely an event-segment that viewers will wish to see again. 
The collection of weighted values assigned to the detected 
event-triggers are then algorithmically compared, and it is 
determined that an event-segment did in fact occur. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that differ 
ent live-action events contain different event-segments, and 
accordingly, require different event-triggers. In addition, dif 
ferent live-action events require that detectors measure dif 
ferent values, and predetermined threshold determinations 
will differ with respect to determining if event-segments— 
specific to each live-action event—actually occurred. 
Accordingly, different live-action events contain different 
event-segments that can be detected using a variety of algo 
rithms that input values assigned to the event-triggers that can 
be preprogrammed and tailored by the user to meet the 
demands of the live-action event that is being monitored. 
Weightings determinations between respective detectors, as 
well as assignment of respective weights, are likewise differ 
ent for different live-action events, and each corresponding 
algorithm. 

Turning back to FIG.3, if it is determined in STEP304 that 
an event-segment has occurred, then in STEP305, it is deter 
mined where to clip the beginning and end of the video-clip So 
that it includes the event-segment. In one embodiment, event 
triggers are used to determine how long the event-segment 
should be. By way of an example, and without intending to 
limit the scope of the claim, the scoreboard indicates that a 
strike occurred, a physical sensor indicates that the batter 
swung, and frame-by-frame pattern recognition does not 
indicate that a pre-selected pixel colors frequency distribu 
tion did not exceed a predetermined level (thereby indicating 
that the batter did not hit a foul ball, but swung and missed the 
ball). Typically, baseball viewers interested in downloading a 
batter swing and miss a ball will only be interested in viewing 
a few seconds before the Swing and only one or two seconds 
after the Swing. Accordingly, using detectors, including the 
scoreboard-information indicating a strike has occurred, the 
recorded live video feed is trimmed to produce a video-seg 
ment that commences five seconds before the Swing (or one of 
the recorded times registered by one of the detectors register 
ing the Swing as the event-trigger) and two seconds after the 
swing. The number of seconds that the live video feed is 
trimmed both before and after the event-trigger time is a 
design decision that can be altered by the user depending on 
the live-action event. By way of another example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, the scoreboard 
indicates that a run is scored, the frame-by-frame pattern 
recognition indicates an increase in pixel-color distribution at 
a level that has been heuristically determined to indicate that 
the camera is panning over the crowd, and the audio detectors 
measure a decibel level among the crowd increase that greatly 
exceeds a predetermined threshold. Typically, baseball view 
ers interested watching the high-light of a homerun prefer it to 
begin shortly before the batter hit the ball, to include the 
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wind-up and delivery of the pitch by the pitcher, and to end 
shortly after the ball lands in the stands, so that viewers can 
watch fans scramble to pick up the ball. Accordingly, using 
detectors, including scoreboard-information indicating that a 
run has scored, or scoring information indicating that a hom 
erun has occurred, the recorded live video feed is trimmed to 
produce a video-segment that begins five seconds before the 
Swing and ends forty seconds after the Swing. In this example, 
the Swing is used as the event-trigger that records a time from 
which both the beginning and end of the video-segment are 
measured. Alternatively, the decibel increase among the 
crowd, or some other event trigger, could be the measuring 
point for the event-segment, in which case the length of time 
trimmed before and after that respective event-trigger will 
likely be different. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that in an 
alternative embodiment, additional inputs can heuristically 
guide the determination of when to trim the live video feed to 
begin and end the event-segment so that it becomes more 
consistent with the user's preferences over time. In this 
embodiment, therefore, a manual operator can manually 
override the beginning and end time determined for a given 
Video-segment. By way of an example, and without intending 
to limit the scope of the claims, a heuristically developed 
algorithm trims the video-feed of a homerun to commence 
five seconds before the batter's swing and to end 30 seconds 
after the batter's Swing. A manual operator command is 
received that overrides those beginning and end parameters 
for the video-segment so that it ends 40 seconds after the 
Swing because 30 seconds failed to capture the fans scram 
bling for the ball in the stands. Going forward, in the event 
that an event-segment is being trimmed for a homerun, the 
determination for when to begin and end an event segment 
will be consistent with the prior manual override. In one 
embodiment, a calculation is made of the difference between 
what was initially calculated (30 seconds from event-trigger 
until end of video-segment) and the resulting video-segment 
with manual override (40 seconds). In this example, the dif 
ference is 10 seconds. Going forward, 10 seconds are added to 
any calculation for a homerun for the time determined from 
the event-trigger until the end of the video-segment. For addi 
tional received manual overrides for the same event-seg 
ments, the average difference over multiple over-rides is cal 
culated and added or subtracted from the initial 
algorithmically determined time. In this example, an addi 
tional override for a homerun that adds 8 seconds will, Sub 
sequently, for the third homerun, add 9 seconds, provided 
there is no received manual over-ride for the third homerun. In 
this way, a system and/or process Suitable as an embodiment 
of the present disclosure can effectively learn how to best trim 
the video-segments to align with user-preferences for differ 
ent event-triggers, different event-segments, and different 
live-action events. 

Turning back to FIG. 3, in one embodiment, in STEP306, 
the recorded video is clipped according to the determinations 
in STEP305, and in STEP307, information is added to the 
trimmed video-clip, and the resultant product is a video 
segment. The added information comprises information that 
live-action spectators, such as fans, prefer to know about an 
event-segment. By way of an example, and without intending 
to limit the scope of the claims, a clip showing a homerun in 
a baseball game includes metadata comprising, without limi 
tation, one or more of the following: a description of the event 
segment (Such as “Homerun”), the batter's name, the game's 
score, the inning, the number of outs, the batter's batting 
average, and so forth. 
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Turning back to FIG. 1, in one embodiment, in STEP108, 
menus are transmitted to registered devices. Initially, at Some 
point, devices registered to receive video-segments according 
to an end-user's preferences are determined, which is 
described in more detail below. By way of an example, and 
without intending to limit the scope of the claims, an end-user 
initially register's a device to receive menus displaying avail 
able video-segments pursuant to a set of pre-selected prefer 
ences. By way of an example, and without intending to limit 
the scope of the claims, an end-user registers a device to 
receive menus displaying available video-segments from all 
baseball games on a given Saturday. Upon reception that a 
specific baseball game included on the transmitted menu has 
been selected, another menu is transmitted to the registered 
device showing all available video-segments for that specific 
baseball game. 

FIG. 6 is an illustrative example of a menu transmitted to a 
registered device that shows available video-segments, along 
with attendant information, displayed on a registered device 
for a specific baseball game. In this example, the video 
segments are listed from the top as the event-segments 
occurred chronologically during the game. The menu con 
tains information that video-segment number 1 corresponds 
to the batter, M. Aviles, who wears the number 30 for his 
respective team, it is the top of the 10th inning, and the 
event-segment is that there was a ball thrown for the M. 
Aviles third pitch at bat. Turning to number 4, the menu 
contains information that indicates that in video-segment 
number 2, M. Aviles hit a homerun to left-field. Finally, the 
menu indicates that video-segment number 3 is a video-clip 
of the event-segment wherein R. Gload, who wears number 7, 
receivedaballon his first pitch. Additionalembodiments with 
respect to the menu containing available video-segments is 
described in more detail below. 

In one embodiment, the information describing the event 
segment that appears on the menu in FIG. 6, and in some 
embodiments, is added to the video-feed to comprise the 
clipped video-segment, is generated as a function of the 
detected event-triggers. By way of an example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, referring to FIG. 6, 
in video-segment number 2, the textual data indicates that the 
Video-segment contains a clip showing M. Aviles hitting a 
homerun to left-field. In this example, this event-segment was 
determined based, in part, upon detections of Scoring infor 
mation that indicated that the score had changed, as well as 
changes in scoring information indicating that one run had 
been scored for M. Aviles' team. The event-segment was also 
determined in part by other detected event-triggers, including 
external metadata that indicated that M. Aviles was still at bat, 
and a pitch was thrown, and no runners were on base, as well 
as other event-triggers that indicated that the period of time 
after M. Aviles swung his bat and before the scoring infor 
mation changed was below a predetermined threshold. 
Together, that information was input into a function yielding 
the conclusion that M. Aviles hit a homerun. Additional 
event-triggers could have yielded detections that aided in this 
determination, including frame-by-frame pattern recognition 
of the number worn by the player at bat, which corresponds 
within a predetermined database to the number worn by M. 
Aviles. Accordingly, in a similar manner described above 
regarding detected event-triggers assigned weighted values 
and algorithmically compared to determine if and when an 
event-segment occurred, event-triggers can be input into 
functions that can narrow down the likelihood that what 
occurred—what the actual event-segment was is only one 
among a database of predetermined possibilities. In this 
example, the time before the recorded time of a radar gun 
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detecting the Swinging of a bat and the recorded time of the 
scoring information changing, and the detection of external 
metadata indicating that no runners were on base, yielded the 
single conclusion that a homerun was likely hit, and this 
determination corresponds to a predetermined word, phrase 
or other form of textual data, which in this case is "homered'. 
Similar determinations conclude that it was M. Aviles who hit 
the homerun, and that the homerun was hit to left-field. In this 
way, the event-triggers, along with the determination that 
event-segments occurred, can functionally correspond to tex 
tual data describing the event-segment that can be added to 
the event-segment to constitute the video-segment and be 
displayed in the menu to describe what event-segment is 
contained in the video-segment. 

Turning back to FIG. 1, in STEP 106, the video-segment is 
transcoded. In this step, the video-segment is transcoded to a 
plurality of video/audio encodings compatible with the spec 
trum of different cellular telephone and personal computer 
operating system formats. Typically, different cellular tele 
phone carriers deploy different and incompatible encoding 
regimes. In addition, different cellular telephone devices Sup 
port different encoding regimes. Video-segments are there 
fore transcoded to a plurality of encodings to permit their 
transmission over a plurality of carriers to a plurality of 
mobile devices. Similarly, video-segments are transcoded for 
Support by a plurality of protocols and encodings to personal 
computers over the internet. In alternate embodiments, 
transcoding comprises one of more of the following: chang 
ing a signal. Such as a digital bitstream, for the purpose of 
without limitation, compression, encryption or translation 
from one code to another, re-coding, and transcoding both 
lossy and lossless data. Transcoding as used herein is gener 
ally well-known by those skilled in the art, and the foregoing 
list is not intended to comprise an exhaustive list of all 
transcoding operations, nor by virtue of being listed here, is 
the foregoing list intended to limit the scope of the claims. In 
an alternate embodiment, the pre-encoded or not pre-encoded 
event-segment is already encoded to be compatible with a 
single cellular telephone carrier or registered device, and in 
this embodiment, encoding is unnecessary. In an alternate 
embodiment, the video-feed is transcoded to a plurality of 
encodings before event-segments are recorded and/or before 
event-segments are trimmed into video-segments. 

Turning back to FIG. 1, in STEP 107, an end-user's device 
is appraised for different parameters for the purpose of deter 
mining the optimal means for transmitting menus of available 
Video-segments as well as video-segments. Initially, an end 
user's device is registered for the purpose of receiving video 
segments. End-user devices capable of receiving audio/video 
content are widely known by those skilled in the art. These 
can include, without limitation, cellular telephones and/or 
personal computers. In one embodiment, an end-user receives 
Video-segment via connection with the internet. In an alter 
nate embodiment, an end-user receives a video-segment on a 
mobile device via Short-Message-Service (SMS) alert text 
message or a Multimedia-Messaging-Service (MMS) mes 
sage from a Short-Message-Peer-to-Peer (SMPP) server. In 
an alternate embodiment, an end-user receives a video-seg 
ment on a mobile device via Wireless Application Protocol 
(WAP) server. In alternate embodiments, additional devices 
and means for receiving audio/video content well-known by 
those skilled in the art is used for the end-user to receive 
Video-segments. 

Appraisal of an end-user's device that has been registered 
to receive video-segments includes determining one or more 
parameters of the device, which include, without limitation, 
and by way of an example and without intending to limit the 
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Scope of the claims, the device's make and model, the 
device's carrier system, wireless mode and so forth. Follow 
ing appraisal of these parameters, the optimal encoding and 
transmission parameters are chosen, including, without limi 
tation, the optimal frame-rate, resolute, data size, video 
codec, audio codec. Following this determination, requested 
Video-segments and menu-pages are transmitted to the end 
user's registered device. 

Turning back to FIG. 6, an illustrative snapshot of a screen 
on cellular telephone or personal computer belonging to an 
end-user whose device is registered to receive video-seg 
ments. Initially, in one embodiment, an end-user's prefer 
ences to access video-segments corresponding to categories 
of pre-selected event-segments will have been registered. By 
way of an example, and without intending to limit the scope of 
the claims, an end-user's preference to access all video-seg 
ments for Saturday's baseball game between the Philadelphia 
Phillies and the New York Mets will be registered, and only 
Video-segments satisfying that criteria, i.e., from that game, 
will be transmitted to that end-user's device. Alternatively, in 
addition to preferences to view select games, an end-user's 
preferences to access only video-segments for certain sports, 
players, musicians and so forth can be initially selected. By 
way of another example, and without intending to limit the 
Scope of the claims, only video-segments from a specific 
game where a player hits a homerun can be provided to an 
end-user's device. In alternate embodiments, the textual data 
that is generated in connection with the determination if and 
when an event-segment occurred is catalogued in database 
that enables end-users to Submit search requests, for those 
search requests to be received, and for a search program 
and/or video or textual filtering algorithms well-known by 
those skilled in the art to display all video-segments corre 
sponding to the end-users inputted search criteria. 

In this embodiment, an end-user's mobile device, such as a 
cellular telephone, contains a WAP browser. The WAP 
browser enables the end-user to access a menu-page, shown 
in FIG. 6. An image corresponding to an event-segment is 
shown along with metadata describing the event-segment. 
Clicking or enabling the pictured event-segments thus 
prompts the cellular telephone or personal computer to dis 
play the video-segment corresponding to the event segment. 
In one embodiment, the most recent event-segments are at the 
top of the list, and by Scrolling down, the end-user Scrolls 
down to access event-segments that occurred earlier in time. 
In alternative embodiments, event-segments can be arranged 
according to different criteria. By way of an example, and 
without intending to limit the scope of the claims, event 
segments can be arranged to show all home-runs first, fol 
lowed by all strike-outs, followed by other pre-selected pref 
erences for specific event-segments. Alternatively, all event 
segments corresponding to a specific player or musician or 
Song or race-car can be displayed first. In alternate embodi 
ments, different camera views of the same event-segment can 
be displayed on the end-user's device for selection either 
before or after an end-user selects to display a particular 
event-segment. By way of an example, and without intending 
to limit the scope of the claims, an end-user's WAP-enabled 
device prompts an end-user to select an event-segment. Turn 
ing back to FIG. 6, the end-user selects the second video 
segment, in which the information indicates that “M Aviles 
homered to left.” Following this selection, the end-user's 
device is prompted to select from a plurality of camera views 
that captured the homerun hit by M Aviles at the same time. 
Initially, the video-feed will comprise a plurality of camera 
feeds capturing video-content of the baseball game from dif 
ferent angles and/or perspectives. Although only one camera 
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angle may be shown on television at one time, as broadcast by 
the particular television network and/or station broadcasting 
the baseball game, the end-user's device is enabled to select 
from a plurality of video-feeds capturing the same homerun. 

In an alternate embodiment, multiple video-segments are 
edited together to form another video-segment or video clip 
that comprises a series of individual video-segments. By way 
of example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, a series of video-segments that were created from a 
single baseball game can be edited together to form a video 
segment that comprises a mini-game. In this example, the 
mini-game will effectively comprise the game's highlights 
edited together chronologically so that a user viewing the 
mini-game can appreciate the overall narrative of that particu 
lar game by viewing its highlights alone via the mini-game. In 
another example, a video-segment comprising the highlights 
from a musical concert is edited together to form a longer 
Video-segment. In an alternate embodiment, rather than chro 
nologically editing together all the highlights from a particu 
lar sporting event, only specific types of highlights are edited 
together. By way of example, and without intending to limit 
the scope of the claims, a mini-game is created by editing 
together all video-segments that comprise goals from a par 
ticular Soccer game. In another example, a mini-game is 
created by editing together all video-segments that comprise 
the goals scored by only one of the teams from a particular 
Soccer game. In another example, a mini-game is created by 
editing together video-segments that only comprise goals 
scored by a particular player from a particular soccer game. 

In an alternate embodiment, multiple video-segments are 
edited together to form another video-segment that does not 
necessarily summarize the narrative of a particular game or 
live-action event, but comprises a highlight reel or highlight 
clip of a specific player, or some other criteria or metric. By 
way of example, and without intending to limit the scope of 
the claims, a highlight reel is created by editing together a 
series of video-segments of a specific baseball player hitting 
homeruns throughout his baseball career. In another example, 
a highlight reel is created by editing together a series of 
Video-segments of a specific basketball player making a 
three-point shot, or rebounding the ball, or receiving a tech 
nical foul from a particular game, a particular season, a par 
ticular career, or some other predetermined range of activity. 
In another example, a highlight reel is created by editing 
together a series of video-segments comprising a particular 
musician singing his or her signature wail, screech, Sound, 
guitar lick, drum solo and so forth. In another example, rather 
than creating a highlight reel with a specific sports figure or 
musician doing the same thing, a highlight reel can be created 
by editing together a series of video-segments that show 
different players doing different things. For example, if one 
player typically assists and another player typically scores, 
the highlight reel can be created by editing together a series of 
Video segments of one player making assists and the other 
player scoring. Accordingly, highlight reels can be created by 
editing together a series of video-segments that satisfy any 
given criteria or metric designated as a design-decision by the 
USC. 

In an alternate embodiment, a highlight reel, or other series 
of edited together video-segments can be generated pursuant 
to a user's personalization filters. By way of example, and 
without intending to limit the scope of the claims, via a menu 
or other forum for a user to select its preferences, a user can 
select favorite play types, players, teams, musicians, politi 
cians, or other type of Subject matter, and the highlight reel 
can be automatically generated at a certain time to include all 
of or some of a series of video-segments corresponding to a 
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user's pre-selected preferences and/or criteria. In one 
embodiment, the user's preferences can be explicit, as in the 
example of a user explicitly pre-selecting preferences from a 
menu of available preferences. In another embodiment, a 
highlight reel can be generated based upon implicit prefer 
ences. By way of example, and without intending to limit the 
Scope of the claims, if a particular user frequently chooses 
generation of highlight reels involving a certain hockey 
player scoring goals, then a highlight reel can be generated 
with video-segments of the same hockey player making 
assists. In this way, though a highlight reel is not generated 
pursuant to the explicit pre-selected preferences of a particu 
lar user, rather the same user's prior behavior and prior 
explicit preferences are used to generate a highlight reel that 
the same user is likely to be interested in viewing based upon 
predictive algorithmic methods known to one of ordinary 
skill in the art. In an alternate embodiment, a user's previous 
explicit pre-selected preferences can generate a recommen 
dation engine or other analogous recommendation mecha 
nism that alters, modifies or changes the forum, Such as the 
menu, for the user to make explicit pre-selected preferences 
for highlight reels to cater to a user's implicit preferences. 

In one embodiment, the video-segments are edited together 
manually. In an alternate embodiment, the video-segments 
are edited together automatically. In one embodiment, every 
created video-segment from a particular live-action event is 
edited together to create a mini-game. By way of example, 
and without intending to limit the scope of the claim, each 
generated video-segment from a particular baseball game is 
edited together. In one embodiment, all generated video 
segments from a live-action event are edited together chro 
nologically. In an alternate embodiment, all video-segments 
are edited together pursuant to a different metric. In an alter 
nate embodiment, the automatic generation of a mini-game is 
designed to satisfy a predetermined time-constraint. By way 
of example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, a mini-game for a particular baseball game is prede 
termined not to exceed six minutes. In this embodiment, for 
each instance of a video-segment being generated pursuant to 
the methods described within this specification, a weighted 
value is assigned to that particular video-segment, which 
reflects the relative importance of each event-segment. In one 
embodiment, more important events are assigned greater 
weighted values because they typically correspond to an 
event that users would be more interested in viewing. By way 
of example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, a grand-slam in a baseball game is assigned a greater 
weighted value than a one-run home run. In another example, 
a musician falling off the stage is assigned a greater weighted 
value than the same musician's guitar Solo. In another 
embodiment, a politician making a joke during a speech and 
receiving laughter or excessive applause is assigned a greater 
weighted value than the same politician approaching the 
podium to make the same speech. In this embodiment, upon 
the automatic generation of the mini-game, or series of edited 
Video-segments for a particular live-action event, in the event 
all of the video-segments generated from the particular live 
action event exceed the pre-designated time, (e.g., six min 
utes), then video-segments with the lowest weighted values 
are automatically excluded from the mini-game. This process 
continues until the series of video-segments edited togetherto 
comprise the mini-game fall within the allotted pre-desig 
nated time period. According to this embodiment, the auto 
matic generation of a mini-game, highlight reel or other series 
of edited together video-segments will meet a pre-designated 
time period constraint while simultaneously containing those 
Video-segments that users are most interested in viewing. By 
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way of an additional example, a highlight reel that is required 
not to exceed a predetermined time period can be automati 
cally generated based upon predetermined weighting values 
assigned to each video-segment that satisfies the criteria for 
inclusion in the highlight reel, and only those video segments 
with the weighting values that are the greatest, least, or fall 
within a predetermined range, depending on the user-gener 
ated design, will be included in the highlight reel up until the 
allotted time for the highlight reel is met, and then the remain 
der of video-segments will be excluded from the highlight 
reel. 

In an alternate embodiment, a mini-game, highlight reel, or 
other series of edited together video-segments, can also com 
prise additional audio/video data that does not comprise a 
Video-segment generated pursuant to the methods described 
within this specification. By way of example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, advertisements can 
be edited into a mini-game between video-segments. Inclu 
sion of advertisements in a mini-game can be automatically 
included. In one embodiment, advertisements from highest 
paying sponsors for the live-action event can be included 
before and/or after a video-segment containing the highest 
assigned weighted value, as described in the foregoing para 
graph. In another embodiment, each time a particular event 
segment occurs in a video-segment. Such a homerun, an 
advertisement from a particular sponsor can be included 
before and/or after that particular video-segment. By way of 
example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, advertisements can be full-screen advertisements, 
sponsor insertions, such as a brand, trademark or logo, 
graphically imposed on top of a video-segment, or audio 
insertions between and/or during video-segments. In an alter 
nate embodiment, graphical elements and other animated 
effects can be included within the mini-game. By way of 
example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, these can include video and/or audio fades, wipes 
and/or graphics and/or audio 'Swooshes’, or similar video 
and/or audio effects and/or sounds commonly known to a 
person of ordinary skill in the art. In another example, video, 
audio and/or graphical transitions between video-segments 
can be used. In one embodiment, non-video-segment audio 
and/or video data, including, without limitation, graphical 
elements, are inserted between video-segments. By way of an 
example, and without intending to limit the scope of the 
claims, a "swoosh' Sound is inserted in conjunction with or 
without additional video effects, such as a wipe that reveals a 
new video-segment after a prior video segment. Additional 
audio/video effects can be inserted in between or on top of 
Video-segments in manner understood by a person of ordi 
nary skill in the art. 

In one embodiment, a predetermined mapping between 
certain event-segments and certain advertisers, advertise 
ments or graphical elements can be pre-designated by the 
user. In this embodiment, in the event of the automatic inclu 
sion of a particular video-segment, the advertisement or 
graphical elements corresponding to that particular event 
segment will be included in the mini-game. In an alternate 
embodiment, certain graphical elements or advertisements 
can be mapped to pre-determined information by a user 
design anticipated to be garnered from certain event-triggers, 
Such as, for example, a particular player's name, a musician, 
a politician or other member of a particular live-action event, 
a player's scoring statistics, and in one example, in the event 
a video-segment includes that particular player, then the cor 
responding advertisement or graphical element is included in 
the mini-game. In an alternate embodiment, predetermined 
mappings between information garnered from certain event 
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triggers and graphical elements and/or predetermined map 
pings between certain event-segments and graphical elements 
can themselves be assigned pre-designated weighted values 
that resolve competing instructions upon the automatic gen 
eration of a mini-game to include different graphical elements 
for the same video-segment. In this way, the pre-designated 
weighted values assigned to the mappings reflect the relative 
importance of displaying two or more competing advertise 
ments, graphical elements, or non-video-segment audio/ 
Video data that are each mapped to the same event-segment or 
event trigger, and thus the relative importance of two or more 
competing mappings. By way of example, and without 
intending to limit the scope of the claims, if a one-run hom 
erun is mapped to the graphical element of a cartoon bat 
hitting a cartoon baseball, and a particular player, Derek Jeter, 
is mapped to the graphical element that reads, “Mr. Novem 
ber, then each of these mappings is assigned a weighted 
value, 0.8 and 0.9 respectively. In this example, if Derek Jeter 
hits a one-run homerun, then the automatic generation of the 
mini-game would resolve to display the graphical element for 
the “Mr. November” because it has the greater weighted 
value. and the graphical element of a cartoon bat hitting a 
cartoon baseball is excluded from the mini-game. In this way, 
additional rules and instructions for the automatic generation 
of a mini-game can be pre-designated by a user to correspond 
to the automatic inclusion of the graphical elements or adver 
tisements that users preferably would want to see. In an alter 
nate embodiment, a mini-game, highlight reel, or other series 
of video-segments can be automatically generated to include 
advertisements, graphical elements, or other non-video-seg 
ment video data along with the video segments satisfying 
criteria for inclusion in the mini-game, highlight reel, or other 
series of video-segments, while also automatically being gen 
erated not to exceed a certain pre-determined period of time 
based comparisons of assigned weightings values to each 
Video segment. Highlight reels and mini-games can be manu 
ally and/or automatically generated or in combinations 
thereof, automatically transcoded into one or more video 
formats, and distributed to various platforms including but 
not limited to content management systems, mobile devices, 
connected TV devices, and in other contexts. 

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the 
present disclosure is not limited to what has been particularly 
shown and described herein. Rather, the scope of the present 
disclosure is defined by the claims which follow. It should 
further be understood that the above description is only rep 
resentative of illustrative examples of implementations Suit 
able for use with the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for creating a video-segment from one or more 

Video-feeds of a live-action event, comprising: 
monitoring a live-action event for event-segments, wherein 

the detection of an event-segment includes the steps of 
detecting one or more event-triggers with detectors 

within a predetermined time range, wherein at least 
one of the detectors comprises a speech-to-text rec 
ognition detector that detects as an event-trigger 
information regarding what is occurring in the live 
action event, 

receiving external metadata from a source other than the 
Video-feeds and their accompanying information, and 

automatically determining when an event-segment 
occurs by entering said event-triggers and the meta 
data into a predetermined profile; and 

automatically editing said one or more video-feeds into a 
continuous video that encompasses a plurality of event 
segments and that does not exceed a maximum time 
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length, and wherein when the inclusion of all detected 
event segments in said video-segment would exceed 
said maximum time length, prioritizing inclusion of said 
event-segments according to their importance so that 
said maximum time length is not exceeded. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising 
determining if the event-state is “on” or “off”; 
recording one or more of the one or more video-feeds if the 

event-state is determined to be “on”. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the 

detectors comprises a frame-by-frame pattern recognition 
detector. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the 
detectors comprise a physical sensor detectors. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the 
detectors comprises an audio recognition detector. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the live-action event is 
a sporting event, and the external metadata is scoring infor 
mation. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the live-action event is 
a sporting event, and the external metadata is scoreboard 
information. 

8. The method of claim 1, 
wherein when said event-triggers include a speech-to-text 

event-trigger that indicates a contrary conclusion to 
another event-trigger, applying a weighing factor to the 
speech-to-text event-trigger that is inversely propor 
tional to the temporal differential between when the 
speech-to-text event trigger and the other event-triggers 
were registered. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein said speech-to-text 
recognition detector automatically detects as an event-trigger 
persons participating in the live-action event. 

10. The method of claim 8, wherein said speech-to-text 
recognition detector automatically detects as an event-trigger 
statistical information related to what is occurring in the 
live-action event. 

11. A method for delivering a plurality of video-segments 
from one or more video-feeds of a live-action event to a user 
device, comprising: 

monitoring a live-action event for detection of event-trig 
gerS. 

creating a plurality of event-segments, each event-segment 
created by the steps of: 
detecting one or more event-triggers with detectors, 

wherein at least one of the detectors comprises a 
speech-to-text recognition detector that detects as an 
event-trigger information regarding what is occurring 
in the live-action event; 

automatically determining if an important event 
occurred based on the detected event-triggers; 

automatically editing said one or more video-feeds into 
an event-segment to encompass the important event; 

wherein each detected event-trigger is assigned a 
weighted value based upon the detected event trigger; 

editing a plurality of event-segments into a continuous 
video that does not exceed a maximum time length, 
wherein when the inclusion of all detected event-seg 
ments in said video would exceed said maximum time 
length, prioritizing inclusion of said event-segments 
according to their importance so that said maximum 
time length is not exceeded; and 

presenting on said user device a selectable representation 
of said video. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the weighted value 
assigned to each event trigger is based upon the detected event 
trigger exceeding a predetermined threshold. 
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13. The method of claim 12, wherein the weighted value 
assigned to each event trigger is proportional to the extent to 
which the detected event triggerexceeded said predetermined 
threshold. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the weighted value 
assigned to each event trigger is based upon each detector's 
predetermined relative importance to each other detector. 

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the weighted value 
assigned to each event trigger is based upon each detector's 
predetermined relative importance to each other detector that 
also detects an event trigger within a predetermined range of 
time. 

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the weighted value 
assigned to each event trigger is based upon each detected 
event trigger's predetermined relative importance to each 
other event trigger. 

17. The method of claim 11, further comprising: 
Wherein it is determined if an important event occurred 

based on an algorithm that is specific to the live action 
event. 

18. The method of claim 11, wherein said algorithm is 
based upon the result of an operation, acted on one or more of 
the weighted values, being less than a predetermined value. 

19. The method of claim 11, wherein said algorithm is 
based upon the result of an operation, acted on one or more of 
the weighted values, falling with a range of predetermined 
values. 

20. The method of claim 11, wherein said algorithm is 
based upon the result of an operation, acted on one or more of 
the weighted values, being greater than a predetermined 
value. 

21. The method of claim 11, further comprising: 
recording the time that each event-trigger is detected; 
determining when the important event occurred based on 

the recorded times of each detected event trigger. 
22. The method of claim 21, wherein it is determined when 

the important event occurred based upon the recorded times 
of each event trigger that all fall within a predetermined range 
of time. 

23. The method of claim 22, wherein one or more video 
feeds are edited into an event-segment to encompass the 
important event based on when it is determined that the 
important event occurred. 

24. The method of claim 21, wherein one or more video 
feeds are edited into a video-segment to encompass the 
important event based on the event triggers used to determine 
whether the important event occurred. 

25. A method for creating a mini-event from one or more 
Video-feeds of a live-action sporting event, comprising: 

monitoring the live-action event for detection of event 
segments, wherein the detection of an event-segment 
includes the steps of: 
detecting one or more event-triggers with detectors, 

wherein at least one of the detectors comprises a 
speech-to-text recognition detector that detects as an 
event-trigger information regarding what is occurring 
in the live-action event; 

automatically determining if event-segment occurred 
based on the detected event-triggers by entering them 
into a predetermined profile; 

automatically editing said one or more video-feeds into 
a video-segment to encompass said event-segment: 
and 

automatically editing a plurality of video-segments into a 
continuous video mini-event that is shorter in duration 
than the live-action sporting event, that satisfys at least 
one criteria and does not exceed a maximum time length, 
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wherein when inclusion of all detected video-segments 
would exceed said maximum time length, prioritizing 
inclusion of said video-segments according to their 
importance so that said maximum time length is not 
exceeded. 

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the plurality of video 
segments are edited together chronologically, and wherein 
only a subset of the video-segments are included in the mini 
event. 

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the plurality of video 
segments each satisfy a pre-determined criteria explicitly 
designated by a user. 

28. The method of claim 26, wherein the live action event 
is a sporting event and the criteria is events related to at least 
one particular player. 

29. The method of claim 26, wherein the plurality of video 
segments each satisfy a pre-determined criteria determined 
without user input based upon a user's prior explicit behavior. 

30. The method of claim 25, further comprising: 
automatically editing together video-segments with video 

data that does not comprise a video segment. 
31. The method of claim 30, further comprising, 
wherein inclusion of non-video-segment video data with a 

series of video-segments is automatically determined 
based upon pre-determined mappings between certain 
important events and certain non-video-segment video 
data. 

32. The method of claim 30, further comprising, 
wherein inclusion of non-video-segment video data with a 

series of video-segments is automatically determined 
based upon pre-determined mappings between certain 
information garnered from detected event-triggers and 
certain non-video-segment video data. 

33. The method of claim 31, further comprising: 
automatically determining exclusion of certain non-video 

segment video data in the series of video-segments 
based upon a pre-determined relative importance of 
assigned to the mappings. 

34. The method of claim 25, further comprising: 
automatically editing together video-segments with audio 

data that does not comprise a video segment. 
35. The method of claim 34, further comprising, 
wherein inclusion of non-video-segment video data with a 

series of video-segments is automatically determined 
based upon by pre-determined mappings between cer 
tain important events and certain non-video-segment 
audio data. 

36. The method of claim 34, further comprising, 
wherein inclusion of non-video-segment video data with a 

series of video-segments is automatically determined 
based upon by pre-determined mappings between cer 
tain information garnered from detected event-triggers 
and certain non-video-segment audio data. 

37. The method of claim 35, further comprising: 
automatically determining exclusion of certain non-video 

segment audio data in the series of video-segments 
based upon a pre-determined relative importance 
assigned to the mappings. 

38. The method of claim 25, further comprising: 
editing a plurality of video-segments into another video 

segment that will not exceed a predetermined time 
period. 

39. The method of claim 38, further comprising: 
automatically determining exclusion of certain video-seg 

ments into the series of video-segments based upon a 
pre-determined relative importance assigned to certain 
important events. 
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